INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION
With the development of remote sensing, many high resolution satellites, such as Ikonos, Quickbird, Worldview and GeoEye-1 offer high resolution PAN image and low resolution MS images. To meet the user's need of spectral remote sensing images with high resolution, fusing the high resolution Pan image and the coregistered low resolution MS images is of great significance in theory and application (Chavez et al.,1991) . In recent 10 years , a variety of image fusion techniques are devoted to fuse MS and Pan images which exhibit complementary characteristics of spatial and spectral resolutions.Such as hueintensity-saturation(HIS), principal component analysis(PCA), Brovey transfer(BT), and ratio fusion methods. Multiresolution analysis, based on undecimated wavelet decompositions and Laplacian pyramids, have been proven effective to implement fusion at different resolutions (Aiazzi et al.,2006) . However, most of them are data type dependent. For instance, HIS fusion method requires that the images to be fused are in the same spectral domain. Furthermore, this fusion method does not properly preserve the spectral information of the input images because it is mainly concerned with the visual enhancement of the images. High frequency modulation fusion is a useful way in image fusion, which means obtaining the high frequency part of PAN image and putting it into the resampled MS images. But this method still has two issues to be deal with: (1) How to get the high frequency details from the high resolution image; (2) How to put the details into the resampled MS images. It is clear that approaching the optimization problem of High frequency modulation fusion is very attractive (Garzelli et al., 2008) .
The goal of this paper is to make the fused bands the most similar to the same spatial resolution as Pan Image. An algorithm of high frequency modulation fusion based on MTF is proposed in the minimum mean square error sense. A modulation transfer function (MTF) is firstly measured from the satellite image. Secondly, modulating parameter is obtained based on the minimum mean square error, and image fusion is performed and measured in the degraded version. Finally, fused images with the high spatial resolution are produced by using the proposed method. The key to the high frequency modulation fusion method is to design a perfect low-pass filter. Gaussian low-pass filter is generally used to differentiate between the high frequency part and the low frequency part of the high resolution image. For ignoring the spatial imaging features, l γ is not the perfect estimation with Gaussian low-pass filter. So the high frequency modulation fusion method based on MTF is proposed. The difficulty of degrading the image spatial resolution is how to define the high and low frequencies of an image. The spatial resolution degradation was obtained by measuring MTF of each band as low pass filters ( Junli et al., 2004) . Assuming (2) is the high frequency modulation image fusion formula in reduced scale:
Referred by original MS image, parameter ld γ is optimized based on Minimum Mean Square Error in degraded scale as follow (Garzelli et al., 2008) . 
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A set of GeoEye-1 data has been used to test the proposed fusion algorithm. The GeoEye-1 data was radiometrically calibrated from digital counts, geocoded and registered. Figure  4 Taking the original multi-spectral image as a reference image, an objective quantitative analysis of the fused images was performed in the scale of degradation. Deviation index, correlation coefficient, entropy and relative dimensionless global error (ERGAS) ( Zhijun et al., 2005) were calculated, shown in Table 1 . Comparing the results of Table1, the deviation index of the improved method is the smallest, and its correlation coefficient is the biggest, even it has the minimum ERGAS values. This indicates that the fused image is closest to the original multi-spectral image, and it maintains the maximum spectral information of multispectral image. The method of w-HPF follows, and the worst is the MTF-GIF. 
